Sound Seal Introduces Acoustical Resonators
Resonators to be added to the Architectural product line
AGAWAM, Mass. – February 27, 2018 – Sound Seal, a leading manufacturer of noise control products
serving the industrial, architectural, commercial and construction industries, announced today the introduction
of Acoustical Resonators. The Resonators the newest addition to the Sound Quality product line.
Sound Quality Acoustical Resonators are highly effective, low frequency
cylindrical ceiling absorbers used to quiet reverberant rooms. These attractive
units have an acoustical rating of 8.45 sabins per unit and are available in a
wide variety of colors and fabrics. Resonator units are 12" in diameter, 24"
long and weigh approximately 6 pounds. They are typically installed
horizontally by suspending each resonator from the ceiling independently from
the roof deck using 16 gauge wire.
“We are excited to add acoustical resonators to our architectural product
offering," said Dave Ingersoll, Business Development Manager for Sound
Seal. “This is a unique alternative to fabric wall panels and offers our
customers another option to add acoustic value to their space without
compromising aesthetics".
We also offer these resonators with a custom printable option. Add your company logo or any graphic you
would like to personalize the messaging and the look. Sound Quality Resonators are the perfect acoustic and
aesthetic solution for various interior noise reducing applications.

###
About Sound Seal
Since 1978, Sound Seal has been a leading manufacturer of acoustical noise control products, offering the
widest product selection in the soundproofing industry with innovative solutions and outstanding customer
service. Sound Seal consists of three product divisions: the Industrial Division that addresses in-plant and
environmental noise control; the Architectural Division that handles interiors and finishes, including an award
winning line of WoodTrends products; and the Impacta Flooring Division that offers floor underlayments. IAC
Acoustics, a division of Sound Seal, offers Acoustic metal solutions including HVAC silencers, acoustic louvers,
sound control architectural doors and windows and sound proof rooms. For more information, please visit
www.soundseal.com or call 413-789-1770.
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